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Unlimited Calls National (Enterprise)

December 2018

The prices in the table below are VAT incl. and are quoted in eurocents/min and in eurocent/call. They apply on all
minutes not covered by the benefits set out in Articles 1 and 2.
.1. When Unlimited Calls National is activated on an individual number, Unlimited Calls National entitles the customer to get:
-

an unlimited number of national voice calls (voice telephony) of any length during peak and off-peak hours to fixed-line numbers (from
fixed line to fixed line)
1.000 call minutes for calls made from the fixed line (voice telephony) to any mobile number in Belgium during peak and off-peak hours.
Once these 1.000 call minutes have been used, the customer will benefit from preferential rates for his calls.
Attention: conditions are not valid on special numbers (070, 077, 09xx, 1xxx) and Internet numbers.

2. When Enterprise Unlimited Calls National is activated on a range DDI10 with or without individual numbers, ‘Enterprise Unlimited Calls National’
entitles the customer to get:
-

per number 1.000 call minutes for calls made from the fixed line (voice telephony) to any fixed number in Belgium during peak and offpeak hours. Once these 1.000 call minutes have been used, the customer will benefit from preferential rates for his calls.
per number 1.000 call minutes for calls made from the fixed line (voice telephony) to any mobile number in Belgium during peak and offpeak hours. After these 1.000 call minutes have been used, the customer will benefit from preferential rates for his calls.
Attention: conditions are not valid on special numbers (070, 077, 09xx, 1xxx) and Internet numbers.

3. All calls not covered by the benefits set out in Articles 1 and 2 are billed to the customer at preferential rates.

National

Peakhours
eurocent/min

Off-peakhours
eurocent/min

Connection charge
eurocent/call

National to a fixed-line phone

8,36

8,36

9,53

To a national mobile phone

8,36

8,36

9,53

 Peakhours: Monday to Friday 8h to 19h. - Off-peak: Monday to Friday 19h to 8h, as well as weekends and public holidays.
 Per-second charging, from the first second, applies to all calls after application of the minimum connection charge.
The prices appearing in this list are valid, but may be subject to errors, ommissions or printing mistakes.
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